SOFIA International Summit (SIS)

Agenda for 11 December 2020
(Pacific Time given)

= = = = = = = = =
08:30-08:35 Welcome (Naseem and Alessandra)
08:35-08:40 Introduction to the new SOFIA Management team members (Rob, Naseem, Margaret)
08:40-08:45 Introduction of the participants and thus of the groups they represent (all)

Relevant events in the past year

08:45-09:10 NASA’s response to the Flagship Mission Review (Naseem)
09:10-09:30 NASA: entering extended mission (Naseem)
09:30-09:50 Progress in Germany since the FMR (Heinz/Alessandra)

BREAK - 20 min

10:10-10:30 SMO: Science Progress since the FMR including science planning, publications, science impact, science community engagement, recent highlights (Margaret/Bernhard)
10:30-10:55 Roadmap for new instrumentation (Naseem)
10:55-11:10 Status of the Observatory: C-check/other topics (Heinz)
11:10-11:35 MoU, JSPP Status, German SOFIA Structure (Heinz/Alessandra; Rob/Naseem for NASA Q/A)

PAUSE - 5 min

Looking into the future

11:40-11:50 Preparation for the next Senior Review (Naseem)
11:50-12:30 New SIS structure + Charter + membership (Alessandra/Naseem)
12:30-12:50 Final remarks and closure of the meeting
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U.S. participants:
Naseem Rangwala (naseem.rangwala@nasa.gov)
Rob Landis (rob.r.landis@nasa.gov)
Margaret Meixner (mmeixner@usra.edu)
Mike Werner (michael.w.werner@jpl.nasa.gov)
Andy Harris (harris@astro.umd.edu)
Karl Gordon (kgordon@stsci.edu)
Chick Woodward (woodw024@umn.edu)
Anneila Sargent (afs@caltech.edu)
Pat Knezek - optional (patricia.m.knezek@nasa.gov) – external to SIS

German participants:
Alessandra Roy (alessandra.roy@dlr.de)
Heinz Hammes (heinz.hammes@dlr.de)
Sebastian Wolf (wolf@astrophysik.uni-kiel.de)
Karl Menten (kmenten@mpifr-bonn.mpg.de)
Bernhard Schulz (bschulz@dsi.uni-stuttgart.de)
Juergen Stutzki – optional (stutzki@ph1.uni-koeln.de) – external to SIS
Bernd Klein – optional (bklein@mpifr-bonn.mpg.de) – external to SIS